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Abstract This paper presents the analysis of the obtainment of the theoretical bit error rate

(BER) performance in single-input–single-output and multiple-input–multiple-output

systems with single-carrier with frequency-domain equalization modulations and iterative

receivers based on the iterative block decision feedback equalization concept. Through the

consideration of a Gaussian-based approach to obtain the BER performance, we present a

simple and accurate model to improve such method by compensating the difference

between the theoretical performance results and the ones obtained by simulation.

Keywords Theoretical BER performance � SISO � MIMO � SC-FDE � IB-DFE

1 Introduction

Block transmission techniques with cyclic prefix (CP) insertion and integrated with fre-

quency-domain processing, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

[1] and single-carrier with frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) [2], are proved to be

the most suitable for broadband wireless systems. These techniques constitute, therefore,

the primarily effective sources of anti-multipath systems, due to the trade-off offered

between performance in multipath propagation and in signal processing involvement.

OFDM and SC-FDE present near global processing requirements and performances.

Nevertheless, the transmitter complexity is higher for OFDM and the receiver complexity
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is higher for SC-FDE, which makes SC-FDE preferable for the uplink transmission while

OFDM is interesting mainly for the downlink transmission. Moreover, the envelope

fluctuations of single-carrier signals are much lower than the envelope fluctuations of

OFDM signals with the same constellations [3, 4]. The frequency-domain equalization

performed in conjunction with block transmission systems is computationally more

straightforward when comparing with the time-domain approach. This is due to the fact

that operations on a block level involve an efficient FFT operation and a simple channel

inversion processing. Usually a linear FDE equalizer is employed with SC-FDE tech-

niques. The filtering can be performed through a zero forcing (ZF) or minimum mean-

squared error (MMSE) criterium, in which the MMSE presents better performances when

compared with the ZF, due to the lower noise enhancement effects [7]. Although nonlinear

equalizers are more complex than linear equalizers, it is known that they offer better

performnce/complexity trade-offs [5]. The most promising nonlinear FDE is the iterative

block decision feedback equalization (IB-DFE) [5, 6], which is an iterative FDE imple-

mented in the frequency-domain [5].

This paper presents the bit error rate (BER) performance of IB-DFE receivers with SC-

FDE modulations schemes. These performance are usually obtained by means of lengthy

Monte Carlo simulations and it would be desirable to analytically obtain the BER per-

formance of IB-DFE receivers. Since the overall noise plus residual Inter-Symbol Inter-

ference (ISI) is approximately Gaussian at the FDE output, it can be obtained an estimate

of the BER from the MSE at the FDE output for each iteration [8]. These BER estimates

are very accurate for the linear FDE, however, they present a non-negligible error in the

iterative FDE case and in this paper it is shown that the error is a function of the number of

multipath propagation components, as well as the MSE. Ultimately, it is presented a

method for estimating and compensating for the error of MSE-based BER performances,

enhancing the accuracy of analytical BER estimates.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the cellular scenarios and the

iterative receiver design considered in this paper. Section 3 explains the Gaussian-based

approach for obtaining the BER performance and details an improved method for

enhancing the accuracy of the Gaussian model described previously. Section 4 concludes

the paper.

Throughout the paper we will adopt the following notations: bold letters denote vectors

and matrices; x�, xT and xH denote complex conjugate, transpose and Hermitian (complex

conjugate transpose) of x, respectively. IN denotes a N � N identity matrix and ep is an

appropriate column vector with 0 in all positions except the pth position that is 1. The

expectation of x is denoted by E x½ �.

2 System Characterization

The system is characterized by the employment of a CP-assisted SC-FDE modulation

scheme between P MTs sharing the same physical channel that transmit to R BSs. After

removing the cyclic prefix, the received useful frequency-domain signal, at a certain BS r,

is given by

Y
ðrÞ
k ¼

XP

p¼1

Sk;pH
epðrÞ
k;p þ N

ðrÞ
k : ð1Þ
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Here, fSk;p; k ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g corresponds to the DFT of the time-domain data block,

fsn;p; n ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g, associated to the pth MT ðp ¼ 1; 2 ; . . .; PÞ, where constella-

tion symbol sn;p is selected from the data according to a certain mapping rule (e.g., a QPSK

constellation with Gray mapping), and with a N symbols block size. The useful time-

domain received block at the rth BS is yðrÞn (r ¼ 1; 2 ; . . .; R), and the corresponding fre-

quency-domain block is Y
ðrÞ
k = DFT fyðrÞn g. Moreover, in (1), N

ðrÞ
k denotes the channel

noise at the rth antenna and the kth frequency and H
eqðrÞ
k;p ¼ np;rH

ðrÞ
k;p, where H

ðrÞ
k;p corre-

sponds to the channel frequency response between the pth MT and the rth BS, for the kth

frequency. The combined effects of power control and propagation implementations are

weighted by the factor np;r. Hence, the average received power at the receiver is jnp;rj2,

where it is assumed a normalized channel frequency response, with E H
ðrÞ
k;p

���
���
2

� �
¼ 1.

When all the MTs and BSs contributions are taken into account the system can be

regarded as a MIMO scheme, depicted in Fig. 1, and a matrix format of (1) can be defined

as

Yk ¼ HT
k Sk þ Nk; ð2Þ

where Yk ¼ Y
ð1Þ
k ; . . . ; Y

ðRÞ
k

h iT
, Sk ¼ Sk;1; . . . ; Sk;P

� �T
, Nk ¼ N

ð1Þ
k ; . . . ;N

ðRÞ
k

h iT
and

HT
k ¼

H
eqð1Þ

k;1 . . . H
eqð1Þ

k;P

..

. . .
. ..

.

H
eqðRÞ

k;1 . . . H
eqðRÞ

k;P

2
6664

3
7775: ð3Þ

At the receiver, an DFE-type approach is taken into account (see Fig. 2). This structure

is composed of two main filters, being the feedforward Fk and the feedback Bk blocks.

Mainly, the Fk coefficient is employed to equalize the channel and the Bk to remove

residual ISI and MAI (Multiple Access Interference), using the previous decisions for the

ISI cancelation and computing a circuit reliability in the feedback loop to improve the

estimation on symbols ŝn. Considering a SISO system, Fig. 3 presents the DFE concept

applied to an iterative structure for block transmission techniques, i.e., an IB-DFE receiver.

At the ith iteration, the estimated symbols fŝn; n ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g are the hard decisions

Fig. 1 MIMO transmission
scheme
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of the time-domain detector output f~sn; n ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g = IDFT

f~SðiÞk ; k ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g, where ~Sk is given by

~S
ðiÞ
k ¼ F

ðiÞ
k Yk � B

ðiÞ
k
�S
ði�1Þ
k ; ð4Þ

with fFðiÞ
k ; k ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g denoting the feedforward coefficients and fBðiÞ

k ; k ¼
0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g corresponding to the feedback coefficient. �S

ði�1Þ
k is the DFT of the time-

domain average values conditioned to the detector output f�sði�1Þ
n ; n ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g

which is an estimate of the transmitted block obtained in the ði� 1Þth iteration and used in

the same estimate process in the current ith iteration. Relating Fig. 3 with (2) the receiver

design is expanded to Fig. 4.

For each iteration, the MTs are detected following a successive procedure, where the

most updated output estimates of the transmitted data symbols associated to each MT are

{ }ny

{ }~
ns

{ }ŝn

Fig. 2 DFE structure

Fig. 3 IB-DFE receiver design for a SISO environment

Fig. 4 IB-DFE receiver design for a MIMO environment
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used to cancel the corresponding residual interference. Therefore, the considered receiver

can be regarded as an iterative Successive Interference Cancelation (SIC) scheme.

Moreover, in this scenario, (4) can be expressed by

~S
ðiÞ
k;p ¼ F

ðiÞT
k;p Yk � B

ðiÞT
k;p

�S
ði�1Þ
k;p ; ð5Þ

with F
ðiÞT
k;p ¼ ½Fði;1Þ

k;p ; . . .;F
ði;RÞ
k;p �T and B

ðiÞT
k;p ¼ ½Bði;1Þ

k;p ; . . .;B
ði;PÞ
k;p �T . The vector

�S
ði�1Þ
k;p ¼ ½�SðiÞk;1; . . .; �S

ðiÞ
k;p�1;

�S
ði�1Þ
k;p ; . . .; �S

ði�1Þ
k;P �T , where the block f�SðiÞk;p; k ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g is

the DFT of the block of time-domain average values conditioned to the detector output

f�sðiÞn;p; n ¼ 0; 1 ; . . .; N � 1g for user p and iteration i. Clearly, the elements of �S
ði�1Þ
k;p are

associated to the current iteration for MTs already estimated in this iteration and the

previous iteration for the MT currently being detected, as well as the MTs that were not yet

detected in the current iteration. For a normalized QPSK constellation set (sn;p ¼ �1 � j),

the average values �sn;p correspond to

�sn;p ¼ tanh
LRen;p

2

 !
þ j tanh

LImn;p

2

 !
; ð6Þ

where

LRen;p ¼
2

r2
n;p

Re f~sn;pg; ð7aÞ

LImn;p ¼
2

r2
n;p

Im f~sn;pg; ð7bÞ

and

r2
n;p ¼

1

2N

XN�1

n0¼0

~sn0;p � sn0;p
�� ��2’ 1

2N

XN�1

n0¼0

~sn0;p � ŝn0;p
�� ��2: ð8Þ

Moreover, r2
n corresponds to the variance of the noise component and ŝn correspond to the

hard decisions, where Re fŝng ¼ sign Re f~sngð Þ and Im fŝng ¼ sign Im f~sngð Þ.

3 Theoretical BER Performance Evaluation

Previous section described the parameters that define the system characterization in SISO

and MIMO environments, as well as the iterative receiver based on the IB-DFE concept. In

turn, this section deals with the theoretical analysis for obtaining the BER performance in a

SC-FDE modulation scheme combined with IB-DFE receivers. A Gaussian-based

approach is the starting point for the theoretical analysis for obtaining the BER

performance.

At a given iteration, the coefficients Fk;p and Bk;p specify the iterative receiver’s state.

Furthermore, these coefficients are chosen to minimize Mean Squared Error (MSE) cri-

terium, minimizing also the BER performance. Regarding a QPSK constellation and a

Gray mapping scheme, the BER is given by
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Pb ’ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

MSE

r !
; ð9Þ

where Q(x) denotes the well known Gaussian error function and

MSE ¼ 1

N2

XN�1

k¼0

Hk;p; ð10Þ

with

Hk;p ¼ E ~Sk;p � Sk;p
�� ��2
h i

¼ E FT
kYk � BT

k
�Sk � Sk

�� ��2
h i

; ð11Þ

designating the MSE on the frequency-domain samples ~Sk;p. When the minimization of

Hk;p is computed, the optimum values of the coefficients Fk;p and Bk;p are obtained and the

BER performance is optimized. Regarding the iterative methodology of the described

receiver in a MIMO scenario, it can be demonstrated (see appendix) that the optimum Fk;p

and Bk;p are given, respectively, by

F ¼ jKHHep ð12Þ

and

B ¼ HF� ep; ð13Þ

with

K ¼ HH IP � P2
� 	

Hþ r2
N

r2
S

IR


 ��1

; ð14Þ

and j selected to ensure that

1

N

XN�1

k¼0

XR

r¼1

F
ðrÞ
k;pH

eqðrÞ
k;p ¼ 1: ð15Þ

Moreover, for a SISO system, at a given iteration, the optimum feedforward and feedback

coefficients are expressed as

F
ðiÞ
k ¼ j

H�
k

r2
N

r2
S

1 � qði�1Þð Þ2
� 

Hkj j2 ð16Þ

and

B
ðiÞ
k ¼ F

ðiÞ
k Hk � 1

� 
; ð17Þ

with r2
S and r2

N denoting the signal and noise variance, respectively. The parameter q
designates a measure of the estimates reliability presented in the DFE loop, in order to deal

with the error propagation phenomenon and is defined by
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q ¼
E ŝns

�
n

� �

E snj j2
h i : ð18Þ

For QPSK constellations, q ¼ 1 � 2Pb, which can be approximately

q � 1

2N

XN�1

n¼0

qRen
�� ��þ qImn

�� ��� 	
; ð19Þ

with

qRen
ðiÞ ¼ tanh

LRen
ðiÞ

���
���

2

0
@

1
A ð20aÞ

and

qImn
ðiÞ ¼ tanh

LImn
ðiÞ

���
���

2

0
@

1
A: ð20bÞ

For the previously described MIMO system with P ¼ 2 transmitting MTs and R ¼ 2

receiving BSs, Figs. 5 (1st MT) and 6 (2nd MT) illustrate the BER performance containing

the simulated and theoretical approaches. The channel is a Rayleigh fading considering 8

rays multipath environment. Moreover, Figs. 7 and 8, for the 1st and 2nd MTs, respec-

tively, show the same results, this time with 32 multipath rays. Both MTs have the same

power np;r ¼
ffiffi
2

p

2

� 
and the performance results are all compared with the Matched Filter

Bound (MFB).

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

Eb/N0(dB)

B
ER

( ): Iter.1
(o): Iter.2
(∗): Iter.4

____: Simulated
- - - : Theo. Gauss

 : MFB

Δ

Fig. 5 BER performance with 8 rays in the multipath environment (1st MT)
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The iterative receiver is characterized by a functionality of 4 iterations. It is easily

observed that the performance increases with the number of iterations, in which by the time

of the 4th iteration the performance is already close to the MFB. For simplicity purposes

we only present iterations 1, 2 and 4, since iteration 3 is very close to the 4th iteration and

doesn’t add relevant information. Comparing the simulated and the analytical perfor-

mances, there is a difference between them, corresponding to a value of D dB, except for

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

Eb/N0(dB)

B
ER

( ): Iter.1
(o): Iter.2
(∗): Iter.4

____: Simulated
- - - : Theo. Gauss

 : MFB

Δ

Fig. 6 BER performance with 8 rays in the multipath environment (2nd MT)

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

Eb/N0(dB)

B
ER

( ): Iter.1
(o): Iter.2
(∗): Iter.4

____: Simulated
- - - : Theo. Gauss

 : MFB

Δ

Fig. 7 BER performance with 32 rays in the multipath environment (1st MT)
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the linear FDE case. Moreover, the performances increases and approach the MFB as the

number of rays in the multipath increases.

Relating the D with Eq. (9) it can be shown that

Pb ’ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

DMSE

r !
ð21Þ

and the correct compensation of the D factor comes from understanding its behavior as a

function of the number of rays in the multipath. Figure 9 shows, for both MTs, the D values

for the 2nd iteration with 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 rays. We considered the D curves that

correspond to the widely recognized reference values in the BER performance: 10�2, 10�3

and 10�4. Analyzing Fig. 9, the D results presents a decreasing exponential behavior, that

can be written as

f ðxÞ ¼ ae�bx þ c; ð22Þ

where x indicates the number of rays considered in the multipath. Figs. 10 (1st MT) and 11

(2nd MT) illustrate the curve fitting with the approximation used by (22), demonstrating its

accuracy. The optimum values that define the decreasing exponential for each BER ref-

erence are emphasized in Table 1. In order to compensate the D factor, it is necessary to

correctly perform its fitting. Therefore, the parameters a, b and c, which are part of the

approximation must be computed as well. Firstly, it is important to understand that we

want to relate D with the BER evaluation and in turn with its corresponding MSE. To do

so, we can use expression (9), and the BER values of 10�4, 10�3 and 10�2 and indicate that

their MSE corresponds to 0.07, 0.1041 and 0.1890 respectively. Figures 12 and 13 illus-

trates the approximation performed regarding the three parameters that constitute the D
exponential likeness, for the 1st and 2nd MTs, respectively. After computing the fitting

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

Eb/N0(dB)

B
ER

( ): Iter.1
(o): Iter.2
(∗): Iter.4

____: Simulated
- - - : Theo. Gauss

 : MFB

Δ

Fig. 8 BER performance with 32 rays in the multipath environment (2nd MT)
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process for the a, b and c parameters of both MTs, the expressions that define the

parameters, as a function of the MSE, are given by

aðMSEÞ ¼ 48:12e�31:79MSE þ 0:2442; ð23Þ

0 50 100 150 200 250
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Number of Rays

Δ
(d

B
)

( ): BER=10-4

(o): BER=10-3

(∗): BER=10-2

____: 1st MT
- - - : 2nd MT

Fig. 9 D behavior for the 2nd iteration and BER values of 10�4, 10�3 and 10�2 (1st MT and 2nd MT)
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(∗): BER=10-2

____: Δ simulated
- - - : Δ with curve fitting

Fig. 10 D behavior for the 2nd iteration and BER values of 10�2, 10�3 and 10�4 with curve fitting (1st MT)
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bðMSEÞ ¼ 0:7036e�28:29MSE þ 0:04994 ð24Þ

and

cðMSEÞ ¼ 1:452MSE þ 0:625; ð25Þ

for the 1st MT and

aðMSEÞ ¼ 44:33e�26:57MSE þ 0:03952; ð26Þ

bðMSEÞ ¼ �0:04405MSE þ 0:1206 ð27Þ

and

0 50 100 150 200 250
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Number of Rays

Δ(
dB

)
( ): BER=10-4

(o): BER=10-3

(∗): BER=10-2

____: Δ simulated
- - - : Δ with curve fitting

Fig. 11 D behavior for the 2nd iteration and BER values of 10�2, 10�3 and 10�4 with curve fitting (2nd
MT)

Table 1 Optimum values a,
b and c for the 2nd iteration

1st MT a b c

10�4 5.4664 0.1490 0.8664

10�3 1.9060 0.0804 0.6802

10�2 0.7734 0.0731 0.8343

2nd MT a b c

10�4 6.9560 0.1329 0.3709

10�3 2.7700 0.1389 0.6059

10�2 0.4893 0.0646 0.7571
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cðMSEÞ ¼ 2:177MSE þ 0:3102; ð28Þ

for the 2nd MT.

With all the exponential approximation parameters defined, it is possible, in a similar

fashion to correctly compensate the D differences for iterations 3 and 4, even though in

these cases the value of D tends to be inferior when compared to the D in the 2nd iteration.

The performances with the D correction in a multipath with 8 rays are shown in Figs. 14
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Fig. 12 Fitting of the D exponential approximation parameters a, b and c, for the 2nd iteration (1st MT)
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Fig. 13 Fitting of the D exponential approximation parameters a, b and c, for the 2nd iteration (2nd MT)
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and 15, for the 1st and 2nd MTs, respectively. The scenario with 32 rays is illustrated in

Figs. 16 (1st MT) and 17 (2nd MT).

The method described for improving the theoretical BER performance obtainment

corresponds to a MIMO system. Nevertheless, the same process can be straightforwardly

applied to a SISO system. Hence, Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate the performance results for a

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
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B
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Fig. 14 BER performance with D correction and 8 rays in the multipath (1st MT)
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Fig. 15 BER performance with D correction and 8 rays in the multipath (2nd MT)
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SISO system with 8 and 32 multipath rays, respectively. Moreover, Figs. 20 and 21

conclude the D correction process for Figs. 18 and 19 with the same approach as previously

mentioned, where the conclusions are the same as in the MIMO system.
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Fig. 16 BER performance with D correction and 32 rays in the multipath (1st MT)
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Fig. 17 BER performance with D correction and 32 rays in the multipath (2nd MT)
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4 Conclusions

This paper concerned the evaluation of analytically obtaining the BER performance in a

transmission scheme with SC-FDE modulations and IB-DFE receivers for SISO and

MIMO systems. It is presented a method for analytically obtaining the BER performance
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Fig. 18 BER performance with 8 rays in the multipath environment
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Fig. 19 BER performance with 32 rays in the multipath environment
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by improving a Gaussian-based approach for its purpose. The method that allows the

improvement of the theoretical approach is based on the compensation of the difference,

designated by D, between the simulated and theoretical BER performance results. The

results show that this method is precise and the D compensation is accurate.
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Fig. 20 BER performance with D correction and 8 rays in the multipath environment
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Fig. 21 BER performance with D correction and 32 rays in the multipath environment
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Appendix
Considering a QPSK constellation with a Gray mapping rule, the bit error rate (BER) can

be expressed as

Pb ¼ Q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

MSE

r !
; ð29Þ

MSE ¼ 1

N2

XN�1

k¼0

Hk;p; ð30Þ

with

Hk;p ¼ E ~Sk;p � Sk;p
�� ��2
h i

¼ E FT
kYk � BT

k
�Sk � Sk

�� ��2
h i

: ð31Þ

By assuming that �Sk;p ’ qpŜk;p [9], with Ŝk;p denoting the frequency-domain samples

associated with the symbols’ hard decision. Moreover, Ŝk;p � qpSk;p þ Dk;p [10], which

means that �Sk;p � q2
pSk;p þ qpDk;p, and E �Sk;p

�� ��2
h i

¼ qp
�� ��2E Ŝk;p

�� ��2
h i

¼ qp
�� ��2E Sk;p

�� ��2
h i

. On

the other hand, Dk;p ¼ ½Dk;1; . . .;Dk;P�T , is a mean zero error vector for P MTs, with its

elements uncorrelated to Sk;p and between them, meaning that

E Dk;p

�� ��2
h i

¼ 1 � qp
�� ��2

� 
E Sk;p
�� ��2
h i

. In matrix format, �Sk ’ P2Sk þ PDk and

P ¼ diagðq1; . . .; qPÞ.
By expanding the square in (31) and noting that the noise and data components are

uncorrelated and have zero mean, it can be easily shown that H is given by

H ¼ FHRYFþ BHR�S;�SB

þ RS � 2 Re FHRY;Sp

� �

þ 2 Re BHR�S;Sp

n o
� 2 Re BHR �S;YF

� �
:

ð32Þ

For the sake of simplicity, the dependence on the subcarrier and user indexes, with the

exception of the Sp factor, were dropped from in (32) and following equations. The

different correlation matrices of (32) are

RY ¼ E Y�YT
� �

¼ HHRSHþ RN ð33aÞ

R�S;�S ¼ E �S� �ST
� �

¼ P2RS ð33bÞ

RY;Sp ¼ E Y�Sp
� �

¼ HHRSep ð33cÞ

R�S;Sp ¼ E �S�Sp
� �

¼ P2RSep ð33dÞ

R�S;Y ¼ E �S�Y
� �

¼ P2RSH; ð33eÞ

with RS ¼ E S�ST
� �

¼ 2r2
SIP and RN ¼ E N�NT

� �
¼ 2r2

NIR, being the correlation matrices

of S and N, respectively.
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Clearly, the bit error probability will be minimized if we minimize the MSE at each

subcarrier Hk;p. In order to obtain the minimization of the MSE we subject it to the

condition

cp ¼
1

N

XN�1

k¼0

XR

r¼1

F
ðrÞ
k;pH

eqðrÞ
k;p ¼ 1; ð34Þ

and apply the gradient of the Lagrange function to (31). Hence, the Lagrange function is

defined as

J ¼ Hk;p þ k cp � 1
� 	

; ð35Þ

where the optimum coefficients Fk;p and Bk;p being the solution for the system of equations

rFJ ¼ 0

rBJ ¼ 0

rkJ ¼ 0:

8
><

>:
ð36Þ

Therefore,

rFJ ¼ 0 , RYF� RY;Sp � RH
�SY
Bþ kHHep ¼ 0

rBJ ¼ 0 , R�S;�SBþ R�S;Sp � R�S;YF ¼ 0

rkJ ¼ 0 , cp ¼ 1:

8
><

>:
ð37Þ

After some straightforward manipulations we obtain

F ¼ jKHHep ð38Þ

and

B ¼ HF� ep; ð39Þ

with

K ¼ HH IP � P2
� 	

Hþ r2
N

r2
S

IR


 ��1

; ð40Þ

and j selected to ensure that cp ¼ 1, in order to have a normalized FDE with E ~sn;p
� �

¼ sn;p.
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